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Introduction
The motto for this year’s Summer Exhibition
is ‘Discover the new. Discover the now’.
This is because the Summer Exhibition is
made up of over 1000 works of new and recent
art, known as ‘contemporary art’, being made
by artists all over the country right now! It’s
a very rare and exciting snapshot of what is
happening in the art world today. Anyone can
enter their work, from famous artists to people
dabbling in painting at home, and all the works
in the show are chosen by a group of artists,
known as the Royal Academicians. In the
galleries you’ll find paintings, sculpture, drawings,
prints, photographs, architectural models, and
every colour and material you can think of! It’s
a big show and there’s a lot to take in. Keep us
up to date with what you discover, tweeting your
photos @royalacademy using #RAnewandnow

Section 1.

Start in the Wohl Central Hall
Find number 12:
Yinka Shonibare RA, Cake Man (II),
Life-size mannequin, Dutch wax,
African printed textile

Yinka Shonibare RA was
born in London and then
moved to Nigeria aged 3.
He returned to London as
a student, and uses his
artworks to explore issues
of race, class and identity.

Count the number of cakes balanced on the mannequin’s
head. How many are there?

Look at the different patterns on each of the cakes.
Which one looks the most delicious?

Look closely at the mannequin.
What is its head made out of?

Let’s explore…

Choose some words from the selection below
that best describe how this sculpture looks to you:

Strong
Tired
Greedy
Colourful Unreal

Section 1.

(continued)
Find number 2:
Bob and Roberta Smith RA, Interview
with David Nott by Eddie Mair,
Signwriters paint on board

This artwork is a transcript
of a gripping interview
by Eddie Mair on the BBC
news with a British surgeon
called David Nott, about
his experiences in Syria,
a war-torn country.

Do you think an artwork that is just made up
of words, instead of images, can be described as art?
Why or why not?

Find number 10:
Thomas Heatherwick RA,
Garden Bridge,
Wood, metal, bronze
Thomas Heatherwick RA
is an architect and designer,
famous recently for
projects like the new
London double-decker bus,
and the Olympic Cauldron
for the London 2012 Games.

This bridge is not just for crossing the River Thames;
it also incorporates a garden! Design your own bridge
in the space below. Think about what you might like to
include: a zoo, a tightrope wire, a skate park! Let your
imagination run wild!

Section 2.

Turn left into Gallery III
We have taken some close-up
snapshots of pieces of art in this room!
Can you work out which image
each detail comes from?
Write its number underneath
the snapshot!

In this room, most of the
paintings are abstract
(a style of painting that does
not represent a person, place
or object, but instead plays
with shapes, colours, forms
and textures).

Section 3.

Turn left into Gallery II

Section 4.

Find numbers 116 and 117:
Michael Craig-Martin RA, The Catalan
Suite II: iPhone and Sofa, Etching

Michael Craig-Martin RA
uses simple lines and bright
colours in his work and
asks us, the viewer, to
look at everyday objects
more closely.

Do you think an iPhone or a sofa are
interesting subjects for an artwork?
Why or why not?

Turn left into Gallery I
This room is hung high with a lot
of different prints. If you look closely,
you’ll find many animals peeking out
from within the frames…

A print is a work of art
usually made up of ink
on paper that exists
in multiple examples.
It is not created by drawing
directly, but instead by
different processes of
transfer. Popular styles
of printing are woodcuts,
etchings and screenprints.

Can you spot:
A dog?
A cat?
A horse?
A bull?
A kingfisher?
A rabbit?
A turkey?
Are there any other animals
we have missed?

What do you think the artist is trying to tell us with this work?

What everyday objects do you think would be a good
subject for a work of art? Why?

Tell us which you have found…

Section 5.

Head back to the
Large Weston Room

There are lots of portraits and self-portraits in this room.
In the frame below, have a go at drawing either your own
self-portrait, or a picture of your family or friends.

Section 6.

Keep on going into the
Small Weston Room

This small room is crammed with paintings.
See if you can spot:
A nun
A mermaid
A policeman
A T-Rex
A fox watching TV
A Lego sailor
A mouse in a red hat
Some faces you might recognise from TV:
Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson!

Section 7.

Double back to Gallery IV
Find number 760:
Anthony Caro RA, Elephant Palace,
Welded brass

Sir Anthony Caro RA died last
year. He was best known as
a sculptor working in bronze,
brass and aluminum. His
sculptures are usually selfsupporting and sit directly
on the floor, rather than
raised on a plinth. In doing
so, they remove a barrier
between the work and the
viewer. It’s ok to come up
and walk around the
sculpture, looking at it
from all sides.

Which part of an elephant is the artist referencing
in this sculpture?

Section 7.

Turn right into Gallery V

In this room, to your right, there is a long shelf with
artworks sitting on it. Lots of different materials have
been used to make these works. Write down the
corresponding number to what you think they are
each made of:
Cast iron
Steel
Soapstone
Ceramic
Bronze
Glass and rock
Which of these sculptures is the most interesting to you?
Think about their shape, size and what they are
made out of.

What other shapes can you see in its design?

Why do you think the sculptor used brass,
a heavy metal, to make this artwork?

Section 8.

This is a design exploring
the uses of 3D printing to
create homes on the moon!

Walk through to Gallery VI

Section 9.

Walk through to Gallery VII

Find number 963:
Lord Foster of Thames Bank RA,
Lunar Habitation (model 1:75), Foamboard

Find number 1099:
James Butler RA,
Free Spirit, Bronze

Can you imagine life on the moon? What would your
house look like? What would you need to live? Draw a
model of your home on the moon in the space below.
You might want to think about protection from meteors,
changing temperatures, gravity, even aliens!

How has the artist captured a sense of movement
in this sculpture?

Section 10.

Walk through to Gallery VIII

Section 10.

(continued)

Stand at the entrance to this gallery. It has been
put together (or ‘curated’) in a way that creates
relationships between the different artworks.
If you look closely, can you see shapes mirroring
each other in the sculptures and paintings?

Find numbers
1122 and 1139:

What shapes or lines are repeated in the artworks?
How do they connect the works in the room?

Do you recognise these famous faces,
made by artist David Mach RA? Who are they?
Answers on the back page… no cheating!

Look closely at the artworks.
What are they made of?

There is another artwork in this room made with
an unusual material – playing cards! Can you find it?
Write its number here.

Section 11.

Double back to the Lecture Room

What do you first notice about the selection of artworks
in this room?

One of the best things about removing colour from
a painting is that all the focus can be on shapes and
pattern. Walk around the room slowly, and count the
different types of patterns you see, like dots, blogs,
wriggles and lines.

Section 12.

Carry on into Gallery X

This gallery has only one work on display, a piece
called ‘Sensing Thought’ by James Turrell Hon RA.
Sit for a minute and watch the glowing colours slowly
change and alternate. How does it make you feel?
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If you would like to see your drawings on the RA website,
please hand in your completed Art Detective at the
Reception Desk. Alternatively, if you would like to work
on your picture at home and send it to us later, you can
post it to:
Learning Department
Royal Academy of Arts
Burlington House
London
WIJ OBD

Answer: The famous faces are
Marilyn Monroe and Vincent van Gogh

